All of these actions matter. Your gifts made it happen.

Will you bring prisoners’ voices to the forefront of our movements against mass incarceration by making your tax-deductible gift today? Thank you for 29 powerful years of amplifying prisoners’ voices. Consider a gift of $25, $50 or even $100 dollars. We would welcome a bequest or a major gift to build our endowment. Whatever you can give, please consider us for generosity.

Cuando luchamos ganamos! When we fight, we win!

Jonathan, Zephyr, Cosmo, Patrick, Tommy, Jennifer Beach, Noelle, Alia, and Jennifer Black
Team Prison Radio!

P.S. Use the enclosed postcard. Send it out, urge the prison to make it possible for Mumia to see his family. Please take a moment to call, fax, and email the PA DOC Ask for Superintendent. (570) 773-2158. tdelbalso@pa.gov Request that SCI Mahanoy Superintendent Theresa DeBalso lift the arbitrary limit of 40 names, and the requirement that the visiting list can only be changed 4 times a year. It is extremely difficult for Mumia to see his family because of this. In many other PA State Corrections Institutions you can change your list weekly, even daily. Superintendent Theresa DeBalso has called it a “shortage of secretarial support.” Visiting with family is a human right.

A Note from Mumia

A few words in support of the efforts of Prison Radio and Noelle Hanrahan, to raise funds to keep the wolf from the door. If you are a long time listener to my commentaries you have Prison Radio to thank for them.

In 1992 Prison Radio began recording from the state dungeon at Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. If you walked in on us you would have thought you were in the control booth of a funky radio station. We did good work together, so good that NPR asked us to share our work with them, until they got scared off. But Prison Radio has done far more than pass me the mic, it has given us the haunted voices of jailed juveniles, incarcerated kids, those who are truly rarely heard. It has also told the story of women behind bars, for example AIDS patients and survivors at the women’s dungeon in Chowchilla, California.

In short Prison Radio has brought you the voices of those behind the walls, the fastest growing public housing development in America. For this and its other works it deserves your generous financial support.

Thanks. For Prison Radio; this is Mumia Abu-Jamal

When we fight we win!

February, 2020

From the Desk of Noelle Hanrahan

WHEN WE FIGHT WE WIN!

PO Box 411074, San Francisco, CA 94141 • prisonradio.org • info@prisonradio.org
The visit was extra special because during our time together, we got the word Delbert was released and just today that Chuck is free! Celebrations are rare. It made us realize that we are closer to bringing Mumia home than ever before. The folks on the ground in Philadelphia are building a strong movement that is demanding freedom.

**Update on Mumia:**

Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner has shared with the court the evidence Ed Rendell and his cronies suppressed in Mumia’s case. This is crucial to the current challenge to Mumia’s first degree murder conviction, and life sentence. His request for a new trial and freedom is currently in the PA Superior Court and Supreme Courts (see recent filings and details at prisonradio.org). We expect that Leon Tucker of the Common Pleas Court in Philadelphia will hold a new trial in the near future. Mumia has served 39 years of an unjust sentence: it is past time to bring him home to his family.

Mumia is recovering from his long battle with Hep C. The Hep C is gone, but the damage of the long illness and medical neglect will require time and healing. After a public outcry, he received cataract surgery on his left eye and he is no longer blind. The surgery on his right eye should be performed soon. Now that he can see again, Mumia is working again on his Ph.D.

**Murder Inc. Volume 3**

Next up Prison Radio is gearing up to publish the last volume of Mumia Abu-Jamal and Stephen Vittoria’s magnum opus — *Murder Incorporated: Volume 3 Perfecting Tyranny.*

Vittoria and Abu-Jamal’s direct challenge to the hubris of lies of this far right fascist American presidency is right on target. We cannot understand this current nightmare without acknowledging our imperialist present and past.

Books one and two are available for order from Prison Radio.org/store for $20 each.  
*Murder Incorporated: Volume 1 Dreaming of Empire*  
*Murder Incorporated: Volume 2 America’s Favorite Pastime*

Contact us at prisonradio@gmail.com for bulk orders.

**New voices:**

But that is not all we have going! We are broadcasting new commentaries all the time — from established and new journalists inside. Here are two of our newest contributors:

- **Dontie Mitchell,** also known as Mfalmé, has been calling us since October of 2019, and currently has 76 commentaries streaming from our site. His commentaries explore the complex brutalities of incarceration and offer us an on-the-ground analysis of life behind bars in New York State prisons. He is an expert on this as he has spent more than half of his life there.

- **Keontae Stewart** is a transgender inmate who started calling just last month from an Ohio state prison. We are adding more voices and soon hope to add Ramsey Orta and members of the Water Protectors Collective.

**Do you know how much you made possible this year?**

- Breaking news coverage and analysis of Mumia’s criminal conviction and sentence: Commonwealth v. Abu-Jamal. We are putting a bright white hot spotlight on the Philadelphia Courts, chronicling police corruption and potential breakthroughs.

- Amplifying Prisoners’ Voices — In 2019 we recorded over 244 new essays, many of breaking news stories inside and outside of prison.

- Published America’s Favorite Pastime Vol. II of the Vittoria/Abu-Jamal trilogy Murder Inc.

- 2nd Printing Vol. I Dreaming of Empire, Murder Inc.

- Right now rolling out the Vol. III Perfecting Tyranny by Vittoria/Abu-Jamal foreword by Alicia Garza and the afterword by Angela Davis.